[Diagnostic value of ambulatory daily blood pressure profile: comparison with measurements performed by a laboratory technician].
Office blood pressure measured by a physician is often higher than under the usual ambulatory conditions. Therefore, alternative methods such as self-assessment of blood pressure and ambulatory blood pressure measurements are increasingly promoted. The purposes of this study, covering 613 referred patients, were (1) compare office blood pressure with continuous ambulatory blood pressure measurements, (2) compare office blood pressure with blood pressure values recorded by a trained technician in the absence of a physician and (3) analyze the interpretation of the blood pressure profiles by the referring physicians. Office blood pressure exceeded average ambulatory blood pressure in 94% of the patients and also the blood pressure values recorded by a technician in 88%. According to the office blood pressure there were 523 patients with elevated blood pressure, 20 with isolated increased systolic blood pressure and 70 with normal blood pressure. Office blood pressure was higher (systolic +17 +/- 18 and diastolic +9 +/- 12 mm Hg, p less than 0.0001) than the average value of the ambulatory blood pressure profile, whereas the latter did not differ significantly from blood pressure values measured by the technician (systolic -1 +/- 12 and diastolic -2 +/- 9 mm Hg). 190 of the 523 (36%) patients had white-coat hypertension according to the ambulatory blood pressure measurements. Conventional blood pressure measurements by the technician yielded a high sensitivity (84%) and specificity (87%) for distinguishing white coat hypertension. Analysis of the questionnaires showed that opinions about normal limits of ambulatory blood pressure vary considerably.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)